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An experimental study of the dissociative photodetachment �DPD� dynamics of HOCO− and
DOCO− at a photon energy of 3.21 eV has been carried out to probe the potential energy surface of
the HOCO free radical and the dynamics of the OH+CO→H+CO2 reaction. These
photoelectron-photofragment coincidence experiments allow the identification of photodetachment
processes leading to the production of stable HOCO free radicals and both the H+CO2 and OH
+CO dissociation channels on the neutral surface. Isotopic substitution by deuterium in the parent
ion is observed to reduce the product branching ratio for the D+CO2 channel, consistent with
tunneling playing a role in this dissociation pathway. Other isotope effects on the detailed
partitioning of kinetic energy between photoelectrons and photofragments are also discussed. The
results are compared to recent theoretical predictions of this DPD process, and evidence for the
involvement of vibrationally excited HOCO− anions is discussed. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2731787�

I. INTRODUCTION

The hydroxyl formyl �HOCO� free radical is an impor-
tant intermediate in the bimolecular reaction between the hy-
droxyl radical and carbon monoxide, OH+CO→H+CO2.
Over the last three decades, this reaction has been the focus
of intense interest as a result of its importance in determining
the CO/CO2 balance in combustion and atmospheric
chemistry1 and the role it plays in the release of heat during
hydrocarbon combustion.2 Extensive experimental and theo-
retical studies have sought to characterize the reaction kinet-
ics and dynamics as well as the structure of the HOCO radi-
cal, making this system a benchmark four-atom reaction. In
the present work, the dynamics on the HOCO potential en-
ergy surface was studied by preparing the HOCO free radi-
cal, its deuterated form DOCO, and the atomic and molecu-
lar dissociation products H/D+CO2 and OH/OD+CO by
the dissociative photodetachment �DPD� of HOCO− and
DOCO−.

Previous theoretical efforts on this system concentrated
on the construction of an accurate potential energy surface
�PES� for the ground electronic state �X 2A�� of the HOCO
complex that governs the OH+CO→H+CO2 reaction.
McLean and Ellinger reported ab initio predictions for the
two planar isomers, trans- and cis-HOCO.3,4 Several groups
have studied the HOCO PES at different levels of ab initio
and density functional theory �DFT� calculations. Some of
these studies have focused particularly on the stationary
points along the OH+CO reaction path.5,6 The first global
PES for the H+CO2 reaction was presented by Schatz et al.
in 1987, using singly and doubly excited configuration inter-
action calculations and a many-body expansion fit.7 This sur-
face has been improved several times over the following

years.8–11 A number of other attempts to develop partial or
full-dimensional HOCO PESs have been made using a vari-
ety of different methods.12–14 Most recently, a new high-level
ab initio complete active space self-consistent field/
multireference configuration interaction calculation with all
17 valence electrons and 13 valence orbitals included in the
active space was performed by Song et al., reporting a cal-
culated heat of reaction of −24.1 kcal/mol at 0 K for OH
+CO→H+CO2.15 They also used these high-level reference
calculations to assess new DFT approaches to calculate this
PES.

The energetics of the HOCO system obtained from sev-
eral recent high-level quantum calculations are summarized
in Table I and Fig. 1, with the zero point energy �ZPE� cor-
rected OH+CO products chosen as the reference. Although
these theoretical predictions depend greatly on different cal-
culation levels, it is well accepted that the trans-HOCO con-
former is slightly lower in energy than cis-HOCO, with an
isomerization barrier �TS in Fig. 1� estimated to be
�0.35 eV higher than trans-HOCO.10,11,14,15 In the reaction
of OH+CO, trans-HOCO is initially formed via a transition
state �t-HOCO TS1�, which is nearly isoenergetic with the
OH+CO asymptote �see Table I�,10,14,15 then converts into
the cis-HOCO conformer. The saddle point �c-HOCO TS2�
separating the cis-HOCO complex and the reaction exit
channel H+CO2 is characterized by a high imaginary fre-
quency �2053i cm−1� �Ref. 10� that is consistent with several
predictions claiming that H+CO2 products are formed by
tunneling through the TS2 barrier.6,12,16 In addition, two hy-
drogen bonded complexes OH¯CO �hb1� and OH¯OC
�hb2� exist along the entrance channel OH+CO before the
formation of t-HOCO TS1, which may play important roles
in the abnormal temperature and pressure dependences of the
reaction rate coefficients.17,18 A less favorable reaction patha�Electronic mail: rcontinetti@ucsd.edu
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involves trans-HOCO converting to the C2v symmetry
H·CO2 conformer over a high barrier �TS4� with subsequent
dissociation into H+CO2.8–10,15

To evaluate these surfaces, one has to compare the the-
oretical predictions with experimental results. The HOCO
complex and its deuterated form DOCO have been observed

in cryogenic matrices19–21 and the gas phase,22–29 and their
rotational23–28 and vibrational frequencies19–21 have been re-
ported and can be directly compared with calculated values.
Lester and co-workers reported spectroscopic evidence for
the OH¯CO complex in the OH+CO entrance
channel.18,30,31 Additionally, significant experimental and
theoretical efforts have been carried out to study the pressure
and temperature dependences of the rate coefficient of the
OH+CO reaction, providing evidence for a deep HOCO
well and a high barrier leading to the formation of
H+CO2.6,16,32–39 The OH+CO �Refs. 40–43� and H+CO2

�Refs. 44–48� collisions have been studied by various ex-
perimental techniques as well, yielding cross sections and
internal energy distributions in reaction products. These ex-
perimental results can be compared with theoretical predic-
tions based on ab initio PESs and classical/quasiclassical
trajectory theories8,9,11,17,49,50 or quantum dynamics
calculations.49–56

However, there remains a lack of detailed and direct
measurement of the global HOCO PES. For instance, it is
difficult to measure the depth of the HOCO potential well
accurately. Early attempts were made to obtain a heat of
formation of the HOCO radical by measuring the appearance
potential of C2H5

+ from electron impact of C2H5CO2H or
CH3

+ from CH3CO2H,57,58 reporting � fH
0 to be −39 and

−58±4 kcal/mol, respectively. Ruscic et al. obtained � fH
0

=−52.5±0.6 kcal/mol directly by the photoionization of the
HOCO radical.22 Later this value was revised to be � fH

0

TABLE I. Theoretical prediction of relative energies for HOCO system �eV� �all energies have been corrected
by ZPEs, OH+CO is used as reference, t stands for trans and c stands for cis�.

CCFa DFFb FDFc LTSHd YMSe VHKf SLHWg

OH+CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 �−0.06� 0.00 0.00
t-HOCO �TS1� 0.03 �−0.05� 0.04 −0.03
c-HOCO �TS1� 0.18 �0.11� 0.17 0.14
OHCO �hb1� −0.04 �−0.12� −0.01 −0.04
OHOC �hb2� −0.01 �−0.08� 0.01 −0.01
t-HOCO �min� −1.19 −1.10 −1.12 −1.31 −1.10 �−1.19� −1.06 −1.00
c-t-HOCO �TS� −0.87 −0.96 −0.75 �−0.83� −0.73 −0.64
c-HOCO �min� −1.11 −0.99 −1.21 −1.03 �−1.12� −0.92 −0.92
c-H¯OCO �TS2� 0.07 0.05 �0.03� 0.05 0.11
t-HOCO �TS4� 0.34 0.37 �0.33� 0.40 0.49
C2v-HCO2 �min� −0.49 −0.63 −0.43 �−0.51� −0.46 −0.47
C2v-HCO2 �TS� −0.42 −0.45 �−0.47� −0.44 −0.47
H¯OCO �vdw� −1.07 �−1.07� −1.07
H+CO2 −1.07 �−1.07� −1.07 −1.05
t-HOCO− −2.49 −2.46
c-HOCO− −2.54 −2.52
AEA t-HOCO 1.30 1.36
AEA c-HOCO 1.43

aCCF: Clements, Continetti, and Francisco, Ref. 60, the reference for the OH+CO asymptote was determined
by the calculated energetics of OH−+CO in Ref. 60 and the EA�OH�=1.8277 eV �Ref. 81�.
bDFF: Dixon, Feller, and Francisco, Ref. 62.
cFDF: Feller, Dixon, and Francisco �Ref. 63�. Note that � fH

0 �OH�=8.85±0.07 kcal/mol �Ref. 82� and a
calculated � fH

0 �CO�=−27.0 kcal/mol �Ref. 63� was used to obtain the reference OH+CO asymptote in both
DFF and FDF.
dLTSH: Lakin, Troya, Schatz, and Harding, Ref. 11.
eYMS: Yu, Muckerman, and Sears, Ref. 10, in parentheses, energetics of species involved in the OD+CO
→D+CO2 reaction.
fVHK: Valero, van Hemert, and Kroes, Ref. 14.
gSLHW: Song, Li, Hou, and Wang, Ref. 15.

FIG. 1. Energy diagram for the OH+CO↔HOCO*→H+CO2 reaction and
DPD of HOCO−. All energies are in eV and corrected by ZPEs, the ground
states of OH+CO are selected as reference. Energetics of OH−+CO, as well
as anionic and neutral HOCO minima, are from Ref. 60; the EA of H atom,
0.754 eV �Ref. 83� was used to determine the stability of H−+CO2; the
energies of other species here are from Ref. 10. The photon energy here is in
reference to trans-HOCO−.
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�−45.8±0.7 kcal/mol using the same technique,59 yielding
a HOCO well depth less than 1.20 eV relative to the OH
+CO asymptote. In addition, the role of a tunneling mecha-
nism for the production of H+CO2 has been debated in dif-
ferent studies,6,16,32–36,41 and a direct measurement of the
height of the various transition states on this PES has yet to
be completed.

Recently the dynamics and PES of the HOCO free radi-
cal were studied by Clements et al. using DPD of the anion
precursor HOCO−.60 Using photoelectron-photofragment co-
incidence �PPC� spectroscopy, three product channels after
the photodetachment of HOCO− with 4.80 eV �258 nm�
photons were reported:

HOCO− + h� → HOCO + e−, �1�

HOCO− + h� → OH + CO + e−, �2�

HOCO− + h� → H + CO2 + e−. �3�

While the majority of photodetachment products are stable
HOCO radicals, unimolecular dissociation into H+CO2 and
OH+CO fragments, as well as the evidence for direct DPD
on a repulsive excited electronic state yielding ground state
OH+CO+e−, were observed.

The DPD studies are based on the discovery and charac-
terization of a stable, bound HOCO− anion precursor. The
first experimental evidence for this species was reported in
flowing afterglow experiments studying the hydroxide-
transfer reaction of H3O−+CO and indicated the presence of
a negative ion with m /e=45 that was determined not to be
the more stable formate anion, HCO2

−.61 Interpretation of the
DPD experiments was aided by high-level ab initio calcula-
tions on HOCO− and HOCO by Clements et al.60 The adia-
batic electron affinities �AEAs� of the two HOCO isomers
were predicted to be 1.43 eV �cis� and 1.30 eV �trans�, re-
spectively from CCSD�T� calculations �Clements, Continetti,
and Francisco �CCF�, see Table I�, which agrees well with
the DPD measurements.60 The same calculation predicted a
deeper neutral HOCO well compared with most of the other
calculations listed in Table I, except for the Lakin, Troya,
Schatz, and Harding �LTSH� results. Dixon et al. recently
predicted an AEA for trans-HOCO of 1.36 eV as well as the
energy of the cis anion �see Dixon, Feller, and Francisco
�DFF� results in Table I�.62 These authors reported the ener-
getics of both cis- and trans-HOCO radicals using a slightly
different theoretical approach elsewhere �see Feller, Dixon,
and Francisco �FDF� results in Table I�,63 with a 0.02 eV
difference seen between the depth of the trans-HOCO well
reported in the DFF �Ref. 62� and FDF results.63 Therefore,
an accurate prediction for the AEA of the cis conformer is
not available in the recent work of Dixon and co-workers. In
addition, the anion stability relative to the OH+CO asymp-
tote predicted by CCF and DFF only differs by 0.03 and
0.02 eV for the trans- and cis-HOCO− isomers, respectively
�see Table I�. Thus, we will continue to use the consistent
level of theory for both anions and neutrals reported by CCF.

The previous DPD study provided important experimen-
tal information on the HOCO PES. However, there are sev-
eral questions remaining unanswered, in particular, the role

played by tunneling in the dissociation to H+CO2, the ob-
servation of a significant fraction of the OH+CO+e− prod-
ucts at total kinetic energies beyond the calculated energetic
maximum, and a detailed comparison of the product branch-
ing ratios with statistical and quantum dynamical predic-
tions. To achieve a better understanding of the reaction
mechanisms and energetics of this system, in the current
work we compare the DPD dynamics of the deuterated anion
DOCO− with HOCO− at a photodetachment wavelength of
386 nm �Eh�=3.21 eV�. The use of a longer wavelength in
this study removes potential contributions from excited elec-
tronic states of HOCO and provides improved photoelectron
kinetic energy resolution. Following a brief review of the
experimental technique, the photoelectron spectra corre-
sponding to channel �1� and the PPC spectra arising from the
DPD channels �2� and �3� for both isotopologs will be pre-
sented, as well as the branching ratios for the three neutral
product channels. The observed isotope effects and inferred
DPD mechanisms will be discussed in detail and compared
with recent theoretical predictions by Zhang et al.64

II. EXPERIMENT

The fast-ion-beam PPC spectrometer employed in the
present study is capable of measuring angle-resolved photo-
electron and photofragment kinetic energies from a single
DPD event in coincidence, allowing a direct probe of the
dissociation dynamics on the neutral PES after
photodetachment.65 The experimental approach is similar to
the previous DPD study by Clements et al.60 with the excep-
tion that a new multiparticle photofragment imaging detector
was used in this study and the photoelectron spectra were
solely recorded by an imaging detector. Therefore only a
brief review of experimental method will be presented here.
In the final measurements reported here, the HOCO− anion
�m /e=45� was created using electron impact on a 1 kHz
pulsed supersonic expansion of 7% CO, 6% N2O, 17% CH4,
and 70% N2. For the DOCO− experiments, CD4 �99%, Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratory� instead of CH4 was used in the
precursor gas mixture. Here N2 was used to dilute the gas
mixture and assist the collisional cooling in supersonic ex-
pansion. An alternative experiment without N2 showed no
observable difference, ruling out the involvement of
OH−�N2� species �m /e=45� in the present study. A plausible
mechanism for the generation of the HOCO− anion involves
electron impact on the N2O/CH4 mixture forming OH− fol-
lowed by the association of OH− with CO to form HOCO− in
the free-jet expansion. The nozzle-skimmer distance used in
these experiments was 1.5–2.0 cm, and an interesting obser-
vation was made that HOCO− was formed most effectively
when the electron beam was closer to the skimmer aperture.
Thus, the condensation of neutrals into clusters followed by
electron impact on those clusters may play an important role
in the production of HOCO−. After passing into a differen-
tially pumped chamber, the anions were accelerated to
10 keV and mass selected by time of flight before being
intercepted by a linearly polarized laser. The second har-
monic �386 nm, Eh�=3.21 eV� of a pulsed Ti:sapphire laser
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�Clark-MXR CPA-2000, 1.8 ps full width at half maximum,
�1�1010 W/cm2� was used for photodetachment.

The full 4� sr solid angle of photoelectrons was col-
lected by a space focusing electron optics assembly.66,67 The
time- and position-sensitive photoelectron detector allows
the measurement of three-dimensional �3D� photoelectron
velocities and is positioned parallel to the plane of the ion
and laser beams. The photoelectron kinetic energy �eKE�
resolution can be improved by discarding events with signifi-
cant photoelectron velocity components perpendicular to the
plane of the electron detector. The resulting photoelectron
intensity distribution in these equatorially sliced photoelec-
tron spectra is corrected based on the cylindrical symmetry
about the electric vector of the laser when the laser polariza-
tion is along the ion beam and parallel to the face of the
electron detector.68 The photoelectron kinetic energy �eKE�
resolution is �E /E�13% determined by the photodetach-
ment of OH− at 386 nm �eKE=1.38 eV�.

Undetached anions were deflected out of the fast beam,
while the neutral products impinged on a time- and position-
sensitive detector which consists of a stack of microchannel
plates and a fast-delay-line anode.69 Stable neutral products
�HOCO radicals� arrive at the detector at a time and position
determined by the velocity vector distribution that character-
izes the parent HOCO− ion packet prior to photodetachment.
In the case of DPD, the time of arrival of two coincident
photofragments has to differ by more than an �17 ns dead
time of the detector. The mass ratio of the coincident photo-
fragments �H+CO2 or OH+CO� and the center of mass
�c.m.� kinetic energy release were determined by the conser-
vation of linear momentum using the time- and position-of-
arrival information.70,71 One has to be cautious about the
large false coincidence rate in the DPD process of HOCO−

as the majority neutral products are stable HOCO free radi-
cals and the kinetic energy release among dissociation frag-
ments is small. An additional gating on the photofragment
mass spectra was applied in data analysis procedure, reduc-
ing the false coincidence contribution to the data signifi-
cantly. As a result of the large difference in masses for the
H+CO2 product channel, a large fraction of the H atom
products miss the detector even at a beam energy of 10 keV,
so the detector acceptance function �DAF�, as well as the low
detection efficiency for H atoms with microchannel-plate
detectors,72 plays an important role in the detection of this
product channel. A Monte Carlo simulation has been used to
calculate the DAF of the present spectrometer under these
experimental conditions and correct the intensity distribu-
tions in the two dissociation product channels.73 The DPD of
O4

− at 532 nm was used to calibrate the neutral particle de-
tector, yielding a resolution of �ET /ET�9%.

III. RESULTS

In accord with the previous DPD study using 4.80 eV
photons, three neutral product channels were observed after
the photodetachment of HOCO− or DOCO− at 3.21 eV. In
this section, the experimental results for H/D+CO2+e−,
OH/OD+CO+e−, and HOCO/DOCO+e− channels will be

presented separately, including the PPC spectra for both
DPD channels and photoelectron spectra for the stable
HOCO/DOCO channel.

A. H/D+CO2+e− channel

The PPC spectra P�eKE,ET� for the H+CO2+e− and
D+CO2+e− channels resulting from the DPD of HOCO−

and DOCO−, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. The PPC
spectrum is a two-dimensional histogram where the intensity

FIG. 2. Photoelectron-photofragment kinetic energy correlation spectra
P�eKE,ET� for �a� HOCO−+h�→H+CO2+e− and �b� DOCO−+h�→D
+CO2+e− at Eh�=3.21 eV. In both �a� and �b� The diagonal lines 1 corre-
spond to the theoretically predicted maximum kinetic energy release
�KEmax� �Ref. 60� for the production of ground state H+CO2+e− from
ground state trans- and cis-HOCO−. Horizontal lines II represent the pre-
dicted eKE for nascent HOCO radicals with the same energy as the
c-HOCO TS2 barrier in Fig. 1, assuming the parent anions are vibrationally
“cold,” as discussed in the text.
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of each point represents the probability for the observation of
an event with a specific partitioning of kinetic energy be-
tween the photoelectron �eKE� and the recoil of the neutral
photofragments �ET� in the c.m. frame. The photoelectron
spectrum P�eKE� displayed on the left side and the photo-
fragment translational energy spectrum P�ET� on the bottom
of the coincidence spectrum are generated by integrating
over the complementary variable in the two-dimensional
spectrum. As mentioned in the experimental section, only a
small fraction of H products can be detected, making it nec-
essary to DAF correct the raw coincidence spectra
N�eKE,ET� to generate the final P�eKE,ET� in Fig. 2. The
coincidence spectra presented here are truncated at ET

=0.025 eV. This is necessary because the DAF around ET

=0 rapidly approaches zero due to the dead time of the neu-
tral particle detector and false coincidences from stable
HOCO radicals increase when ET is close to zero. As a re-
sult, the DAF corrected spectra are accompanied by an arti-
ficially high intensity at very small ET. The equatorial slicing
of photoelectron velocities is not used in the PPC spectra.
Therefore the P�eKE,ET� distributions presented here pro-
vide a complete kinematic description of the DPD process.

The two closely spaced diagonal lines I in Fig. 2 are
theoretical predictions for KEmax, the maximum kinetic en-
ergy release for all products �eKE+ET� in the DPD process
HOCO−+h�→H+CO2+e− at Eh�=3.21 eV. The two pre-
dicted KEmax values, 1.72 eV for cis-HOCO− and 1.77 eV
for trans-HOCO−, are determined in the manner described
by Clements et al.60 In the present experiments, there is no
clear way to determine the relative population of these pre-
dicted isomers in the parent ion beam. Since no theoretical
calculations on DOCO− are available, the KEmax values cal-
culated for DPD of HOCO− are also used in Fig. 2�b�, show-
ing the energetic limits qualitatively. More events extend be-
yond KEmax in D+CO2+e− than in H+CO2+e−, because the
deuterated experiment was carried out at a higher signal
counting rate to minimize the consumption of the isotopic
gas mixture, leading to a larger contribution of false coinci-
dences.

Isotope effects in the DPD channel of HOCO−+h�
→H+CO2+e− can be examined by comparing Figs. 2�a� and
2�b�. The photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum correlated
with the H+CO2 neutral product channel has a relatively
broad distribution and a peak at �1.1 eV, while the P�eKE�
distribution in the D+CO2+e− channel is obviously nar-
rower, with a peak at �1.0 eV. In the P�ET� spectrum for
H+CO2 neutral fragments, in addition to the two features at
0.43 and 0.52 eV, some evidence for a progression in the
product CO2 bending mode ��0.08 eV� �Ref. 74� is ob-
served. This progression is similar to the previous observa-
tion in a study of the DPD of HCO2

−, the formate anion
isomer of HOCO−.75 It should be noted, however, that the
formate anion has an EA�3.49 eV �Ref. 76� and as a result
has a very different photoelectron spectrum that cannot con-
tribute to the present observations given a photon energy of
3.21 eV. Figure 2�b� shows that a similar P�ET� spectrum
was observed for the D+CO2 neutral products from DPD of
DOCO−, with the two major peaks shifted to 0.49 and
0.56 eV, respectively.

The horizontal line set II at eKE=0.67 eV �trans-
HOCO−� and 0.62 eV �cis-HOCO−� in Fig. 2 shows the dis-
sociation barrier c-HOCO TS2 into H+CO2 products as pre-
dicted by ab initio calculations of TS2 �Ref. 10� and the
ground state anions.60 It is evident that nearly all of the eKE
distribution is at higher energies than this limit, implying that
dissociation into H+CO2 occurs below the calculated TS2
barrier using the assumption that the parent HOCO− anions
have no internal excitation prior to photodetachment. This
and other aspects of these spectra will be addressed further in
Sec. IV.

B. OH/OD+CO+e− channel

DPD of HOCO− into OH+CO+e− was also observed.
Figure 3 shows the PPC spectra P�eKE,ET� for DPD of �a�
HOCO−+h�→OH+CO+e− and �b� DOCO−+h�→OD
+CO+e−. The calculated energetic limitations KEmax

�0.72 eV for trans-HOCO− and 0.67 eV for cis-HOCO−�60

are marked by diagonal lines I. As Fig. 3 shows, most of the
OH+CO+e− events have a total kinetic energy �KEtotal

=eKE+ET� larger than the theoretical value of KEmax. The
line set II in Fig. 3 shows the experimental KEmax values,
�1.25 eV for OH+CO+e− and �1.30 eV for OD+CO+e−,
respectively, which are determined from the contour at 15%
of peak and represent the estimated level of false coinci-
dences. Such significant disagreement between the absolute
theoretical energy limits and the experimental results was not
observed in the H+CO2+e− DPD channel, although this dis-
crepancy is similar to the observation that the H+CO2+e−

channel appears to occur below the c-HOCO TS2 barrier on
the PES. To compare the current work with the previous
DPD study of HOCO− at Eh�=4.80 eV, the maximum avail-
able energies �1.78 eV for cis- and 1.91 eV for trans-
HOCO−� predicted for photodetachment from the ground
state of HOCO− to the bottom of the neutral HOCO well
�CCF calculation� �Ref. 60� are also shown in Fig. 3 by lines
III.

The isotope effects on the OH+CO+e− channel are not
as obvious as those observed in H+CO2+e−. A Gaussian fit
to the overall profile in the P�eKE� spectra correlated with
the OH+CO and OD+CO neutral products yields peaks of
0.73 and 0.76 eV, respectively. However, the most intense
part of the PPC spectrum for OD+CO+e− �Fig. 3�b�� defi-
nitely is displaced farther from line set I toward higher eKE
compared with the PPC spectrum for OH+CO+e− �Fig.
3�a��. In the P�eKE� spectra for OH+CO+e−, three barely
resolved peaks are seen to be spaced by 0.08–0.09 eV from
each other, in agreement with the predicted C–O� stretching
frequency in HOCO− �663 cm−1 for trans- and 741 cm−1 for
cis-HOCO−� �Ref. 60� where O� represents the O atom con-
necting the C and H atoms. Evidence for at least two of these
three peaks is also observed with a shift to higher eKE in the
P�eKE� distribution for OD+CO+e−. The shapes of P�ET�
for the OH+CO and OD+CO channels are very similar,
with peaks at 0.12 and 0.15 eV, respectively.
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C. Stable HOCO+e−

As discussed in the Introduction, the photodetachment of
HOCO− not only leads to the two DPD channels OH+CO
+e− and H+CO2+e− but predominantly yields the stable
HOCO free radical. Figure 4�a� shows the overall photoelec-
tron spectrum P�eKE� recorded in coincidence with either
one or two neutral particles from the photodetachment of
HOCO−. This spectrum contains contributions from both
stable and dissociative photodetachment, including dissocia-

tive events where only one of the atomic or molecular prod-
ucts is detected. The P�eKE� peaks in Fig. 4�a�, at 1.18 eV
for HOCO− and 1.22 eV for DOCO−, respectively, are at
significantly higher eKEs compared to either of the DPD
channels H/D+CO2+e− and OH/OD+CO+e−. As dis-
cussed by Clements et al., this is consistent with the produc-
tion of stable HOCO/DOCO radicals.60

An analysis of the P�eKE� distributions coincident with
only stable HOCO radicals was carried out by including only
photoelectrons detected in coincidence with a single neutral
particle. In addition, for any neutral particle taken into ac-
count as a stable HOCO radical, the reconstructed 3D posi-
tion of arrival at the detector was required to fall within a
small �r�1 mm� spherical region centered on the parent ion
beam. This effectively reduces false coincidence contribu-
tions to the stable HOCO spectrum from DPD events where
only one particle, which in general recoils out of this spheri-
cal region, is detected. False coincidence contributions for
the H/D+CO2 channel will remain the largest, however,
given the low detection efficiency for the H/D atoms and the
fact that the recoil of CO2 out of the ion beam is small. The
resulting P�eKE� spectra shown in Fig. 4�b� are shifted to
higher eKE, with the peaks at 1.29 eV for stable HOCO
+e− and 1.32 eV for stable DOCO+e−. The eKE spectra
from H/D+CO2+e− and OH/OD+CO+e− are also summa-
rized in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�, showing that distinct yet over-
lapping eKE spectra are observed for the three competing
neutral product channels.

IV. DISCUSSION

The DPD of HOCO− and its deuterated form allows a
direct examination of theoretical predictions of the energetics
and dynamics of the HOCO free radical and the potential
energy surface governing the OH+CO→H+CO2 reaction.
In this section, first the theoretical studies of this system will

FIG. 3. Photoelectron-photofragment kinetic energy correlation spectra
P�eKE,ET� for �a� HOCO−+h�→OH+CO+e− and �b� DOCO−+h�
→OD+CO+e− at Eh�=3.21 eV. In both �a� and �b�, the diagonal lines 1
correspond to the theoretical predictions of KEmax for the production of
ground state OH+CO+e− from the vibrationally “cold” trans- and cis-
HOCO− anions, respectively.60 The diagonal line II corresponds to the ex-
perimental value of KEmax. The diagonal lines III represent the predicted
maximum available energy for the photodetachment of ground state trans-
and cis-HOCO− to the bottom of the corresponding HOCO well.60

FIG. 4. Photoelectron kinetic energy spectra P�eKE� from the photodetach-
ment of HOCO− �solid lines� and DOCO− �dashed lines�: �a� overall
P�eKE� observed in experiment; �b� P�eKE� spectra in coincidence with
stable HOCO/DOCO; �c� P�eKE� in coincidence with H/D+CO2; and �d�
P�eKE� in coincidence with OH/OD+CO.
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be used to examine the mechanisms responsible for the ob-
servations presented here. Special attention will be paid to
the potential role of vibrationally excited anions in both of
the DPD channels and the tunneling mechanism in the
H/D+CO2 channel. The isotope effects observed in the
P�eKE,ET� coincidence spectra for HOCO−/DOCO− will be
discussed as well. Finally, the branching ratios for the three
neutral product channels after the photodetachment of
HOCO−/DOCO− will be compared with the theoretical pre-
dictions from the most recent six-dimensional quantum wave
packet dynamics calculations.64

Only the ground electronic state of the HOCO radical
can be accessed by the photodetachment of the HOCO− an-
ion at Eh�=3.21 eV.60 Although all of the energy minima and
saddle points shown in Fig. 1 are energetically allowed, the
region of the PES where nascent HOCO radicals can be pro-
duced is restricted by the Franck-Condon overlap determined
by the structure of the parent anion. The HOCO radicals with
the highest energy on the PES can be expected to lead to
OH+CO+e− products, in competition with the more thermo-
dynamically favorable dissociation channel leading to H
+CO2+e−. Those nascent HOCO intermediates possessing
the lowest energy �highest eKE� are trapped inside the deep
potential well and form stable free radicals.

As mentioned in Sec. II, with the assumption that all the
anions before photodetachment are in the vibrational ground
state, nearly all of the H+CO2+e− products will be formed
below the c-HOCO TS2 barrier but have enough energy to
surmount the H·CO2 barrier connecting the C2vH·CO2 local
minimum to H+CO2 products. As noted before, the P�ET�
distributions for H+CO2 are found to be similar to those
obtained from the DPD study of HCO2

−,75 making it neces-
sary to examine the possibility that HOCO intermediates dis-
sociate into H+CO2 over the H·CO2 barrier, instead of pass-
ing through the most favorable reaction path involving
c-HOCO TS2 expected for a parent HOCO− anion.

DPD of the HCO2
− anion can be ruled out because the

3.21 eV photon energy used in these experiments is less than
the 3.49 eV required to photodetach HCO2

−.76 Forming the
C2vH·CO2 conformer via trans-HOCO �the expected route�
is not likely either, as this isomerization involves a high cal-
culated barrier TS4, inconsistent with the observed photo-
electron spectra which show that all the HOCO intermediates
are produced with internal energies below TS4. Therefore the
involvement of the H·CO2 barrier in H+CO2 dissociation
can be ruled out assuming the parent anions are vibrationally
“cold.”

If the anions were vibrationally excited, it would require
1.2 eV vibrational excitation in trans-HOCO− to overcome
the TS4 barrier and yield the P�eKE� spectrum seen in this
experiment or 1.5 eV excitation in HCO2

− to produce a
P�eKE� peak at 1.1 eV. The first case is impossible since
trans-HOCO− would dissociate into OH−+CO or H−+CO2

with such high excitation �see Fig. 1�.60 For the second case
regarding HCO2

−, even if the anions can be thermally excited
by 1.5 eV, the low-lying excited electronic states of HCO2

radical would be involved on the neutral PES generated by
the photodetachment, and as a result a significantly different
P�eKE� spectrum from Fig. 4�c� would be expected.75,76

Thus, the H·CO2 barrier is not likely to play a role in the
production of H+CO2 in this experiment.

A second explanation is that H+CO2 products are
formed by tunneling through the c-HOCO TS2 barrier. Sev-
eral previous studies have suggested that the production of
H+CO2 by tunneling may play an important role in the
OH+CO reaction.6,12,16,37 However, the tunneling effect can-
not explain why the other DPD channel OH+CO+e− is ob-
served beyond the maximum energetic limits dictated by the
available thermochemical data and theoretical predictions.
Assuming that the theoretical calculations are correct, this
disagreement can only be explained by the existence of ei-
ther vibrationally excited HOCO− or other, unknown, anion
isomers or excited electronic states with energies higher than
the theoretically predicted cis- and trans-HOCO− isomers.
Examination of the experimental KEmax in the OH+CO+e−

channel �line II in Fig. 3�a�� shows that if this unknown
anion isomer exists, its stability relative to OH+CO+e− will
be roughly −2.0 eV, only �0.2 eV below the OH−+CO re-
actants. Therefore the potential involvement of weakly
bonded �OH−�CO species in the HOCO− beam must also be
considered. However, as noted in the earlier study by Clem-
ents et al., the photoelectron angular distribution �PAD� for
HOCO− peaks parallel to the laser electric vector. This is
inconsistent with a weakly perturbed OH− species as the
PAD of OH− is perpendicular to the laser polarization.77

There is no theoretical evidence for the other anion isomer
conformers such as HOOC− or OHCO− to date, although
they cannot be completely ruled out.

Clements et al. proposed that either false coincidences
with stable HOCO radicals or vibrationally excited HOCO−

must be responsible for the significant discrepancy between
the experimental and theoretical KEmax in the OH+CO+e−

channel. The longer wavelength used for photodetachment in
the present work allows a more accurate measurement of the
photoelectron spectra and more effective discrimination
against false coincidences with additional mass gating. The
most likely mechanism for the observed spectra, therefore, is
the presence of vibrationally excited HOCO− in the ion
beam. The evidence of hot bands in parent ions has been
observed in a previous experiment studying the photodetach-
ment of CH3CO2

− at 355 nm. An unresolved long tail in the
near-threshold region of eKE spectrum78 was later proved to
be the mixing of vibrational progressions of OCO bending in
CH3CO2 radical and hot bands of CH3CO2

− by a photode-
tachment study of low-temperature CH3CO2

−.79 The influence
of hot bands may be more severe in the present study. As
noted in the experimental section, when generating HOCO−,
a relatively long nozzle-skimmer distance was used, with
electron impact localized near the skimmer aperture. Thus,
collisional cooling of nascent HOCO− may not be effective
in the limited expansion remaining. In another experiment
studying the near-threshold photodetachment of HOCO− us-
ing 1.60 eV photons, evidence was seen in the photoelectron
spectra for hot bands of �0.3 eV relative to the theoretical
predictions of the EA for HOCO−.80 This further supports the
production of a vibrationally excited, and very possibly non-
thermal, distribution of HOCO− and DOCO− anions in the
source. This could explain the observation of the OH+CO
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+e− channel above the theoretically predicted energetic lim-
its for KEmax by DPD of these vibrationally “hot” HOCO−.
The experimental KEmax in OH+CO+e− is approximately
0.5 eV higher than the theoretical value, indicating the exci-
tation of some of the parent anions by several quanta of
C–O� stretching, which may preferentially lead to the C–O�
bond breaking upon photodetachment and enhance the pro-
duction of OH+CO. The tentative observation of a progres-
sion in the C–O� stretch of HOCO− in the P�eKE� spectra
for the OH+CO+e− channel mentioned in Sec. III further
supports this mechanism.

The existence of vibrationally excited parent anions in
the production of OH+CO+e− is also crucial in explaining
the isotope effect observed in Fig. 3�b�. In DOCO−, the den-
sity of vibrational states is larger than in HOCO−, so more
vibrational excitation might be expected. Therefore, the shift
in the P�eKE� of Fig. 3�b� to higher eKE is likely to arise
from the increased population of vibrationally excited states
in DOCO− and small isotopic shifts in the EA. The signifi-
cant decrease of the O�–H stretching frequency10 in the neu-
tral radical upon deuteration will also contribute to the ob-
served isotope shift in P�eKE� of Fig. 3�b�, since the isotope
shift of the vibrational frequencies in the anion is expected to
be smaller due to the more anharmonic anionic PES. A de-
tailed examination of this explanation requires extensive ab
initio calculations for vibrational frequencies and ZPEs on a
global PES of HOCO− and DOCO−, beyond the scope of the
present study. On the other hand, little isotope effect was
observed in the P�ET� distributions for the recoil of OD
+CO neutral products, consistent with a predicted simulta-
neous reduction of ZPEs and O–D stretching frequencies
when OH and HOCO are deuterated.10

It should be noted that although the experimental KEmax

�line II� in Fig. 3�a� is �0.5 eV higher than the predicted
value, the discrepancy between the theoretical KEmax and the
most intense feature in the P�eKE,ET� spectra of Fig. 3�a� is
less than 0.3 eV. Assuming that a subset of the HOCO− an-
ions are vibrationally excited by �0.3 eV, the horizontal line
set II representing the c-HOCO TS2 in Fig. 2�a� will be
raised by the same amount, separating the two resolved
structures annotated by “A” and “B” in the H+CO2

+e−P�eKE,ET� spectrum of Fig. 2�a�. This raises the possi-
bility that vibrationally excited HOCO− anions also play a
role in the apparent production of H+CO2+e− below the
c-HOCO TS2 barrier. The H+CO2+e− products may be
formed by two different mechanisms simultaneously: �1�
DPD of vibrationally excited HOCO− produces nascent
HOCO radicals above the dissociation barrier, followed by
rapid unimolecular dissociation into H+CO2 �feature A in
Fig. 2�a��; and �2� nascent HOCO radicals formed by the
photodetachment of HOCO− with less vibrational excitation
that tunnel through the c-HOCO TS2 barrier to form H
+CO2 �feature B in Fig. 2�a��. Assuming this mechanism, the
spectrum in Fig. 2�b� indicates that in the case of DOCO−,
the vibrationally excited anions play a more important role in
D+CO2 formation �feature A dominates� while the probabil-
ity of tunneling is reduced greatly in the case of the D atom
�feature B essentially disappears�. An immediate result of
this explanation for the isotope effect is that most D+CO2

fragments are formed by passing over the c-HOCO TS2 bar-
rier, yielding a narrower eKE spectrum and a shift in the
P�ET� distribution to higher ET compared with the H+CO2

+e− channel that includes a significant tunneling contribu-
tion.

An alternative mechanism is that the H+CO2+e− chan-
nel is solely produced by passing over the c-HOCO TS2
barrier during DPD of vibrationally excited HOCO− and
there is no tunneling effect. This is less likely as it conflicts
with the evidence for the tunneling mechanism from the
measurement of the product branching ratios which will be
discussed in detail below. In addition, this mechanism could
not explain why feature A at eKE= �0.9 eV and feature B at
eKE= �1.1 eV in the H+CO2+e− channel merge into one
narrower peak at eKE= �1.0 eV in the D+CO2+e− channel.
Another possibility, mentioned earlier, that C2vH·CO2 is in-
volved in the formation of either feature A or B can also be
neglected even in the presence of anions with vibrational
excitation up to �0.3 eV, as this is not sufficient to over-
come the TS4 barrier leading to the formation of C2vH·CO2.
Therefore the only reasonable explanation is that upon deu-
terium substitution, feature B disappears as the tunneling
mechanism is closed, while feature A formed by the photo-
detachment of vibrationally excited anions shifts to higher
eKE as observed in the other two channels forming OD
+CO+e− and DOCO+e−.

The branching ratios for the three competing neutral
product channels, stable HOCO, H+CO2, and OH+CO, can
help understand the reaction mechanisms discussed above.
The most reliable approach to obtaining the branching ratios
is to reproduce the overall P�eKE� spectra in Fig. 4�a� by
fitting the three channel-resolved eKE distributions deter-
mined in the PPC experiment, as shown in Fig. 5. The
branching ratios estimated by the eKE fitting in HOCO− and

FIG. 5. The fitting of overall P�eKE� distributions �solid line� by the three
channel-resolved P�eKE� spectra shown in Fig. 4. The dashed line repre-
sents the fitting result. The dash-dotted lines represent P�eKE� spectra in
coincidence with stable HOCO/DOCO, with the dotted lines for the H/D
+CO2 and dot-dot-dashed lines for the OH/OD+CO channels. The areas of
the three channel-resolved P�eKE� distributions are used to calculate rela-
tive branching ratios in the DPD of �a� HOCO− and �b� DOCO− at Eh�

=3.21 eV.
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DOCO− measurements are listed in Table II, along with the
results from a previous DPD study of HOCO− at 258 nm and
the recent calculations.

In general, both experiment and theory show that the
majority of the neutral products in the DPD process of
HOCO−/DOCO− are stable HOCO or DOCO radicals,
qualitatively consistent with the deep potential energy well
of HOCO. Comparison of the H+CO2+e− and D+CO2+e−

channels at Eh�=3.21 eV shows a significant isotope effect
as the branching ratio of this channel decreases by half in the
deuterated measurement, consistent with a role for tunneling
in this DPD channel as discussed above. An interesting ob-
servation is that the reduction of D+CO2 fragments is ac-
companied by an increase in the production of both stable
DOCO and OD+CO. This can be explained by the predicted
isotope effect on the HOCO PES. As calculated by Yu et al.,
the ZPE of the OD+CO dissociation limit decreases by
0.06 eV compared with OH+CO, while the tunneling barrier
c-HOCO TS2 is only reduced by 0.02 eV upon deuterium
substitution �see Table I�.10 As a result, on the DOCO PES,
the OD+CO ground state is 0.09 eV lower than the TS2
barrier. Thus the excess nascent DOCO radicals arising from
the elimination of tunneling would not only be trapped in the
DOCO well but also dissociate into ground state OD+CO,
causing a simultaneous increase in the branching ratios of
both OD+CO and stable DOCO.

Recently, Zhang et al. calculated branching ratios result-
ing from the DPD of HOCO− using six-dimensional quan-
tum wave packet dynamics on the LTSH surface.64 The re-
sults are summarized in Table II for comparison with the
experimental results. The theoretical work of Zhang et al.
predicted that only 2%–3% of neutral products are H+CO2,
which differs significantly from the experimental values,
16% for H+CO2 in DPD of HOCO− and 9% for D+CO2 in
DPD of DOCO−. The theoretical branching ratio for OH
+CO is also smaller than the experimental result. Conse-
quently, the theoretical results predict that the stable HOCO
product is more dominant. There are a number of potential
explanations for these disagreements between theory and ex-
periment. Based on the discussion above, the possible role
played by vibrationally hot anions in the production of OH
+CO and H+CO2 products is neglected in these calcula-
tions. It was also found that the calculations effectively pre-
dict no tunneling leading to H+CO2 products. This may be a
consequence of the LTSH PES used in the wave packet cal-
culation not being sufficiently accurate in the critical region

around the TS2 barrier separating cis-HOCO from H+CO2

products.11 In fact, as discussed by Zhang et al.,64 although
the energy of the c-HOCO TS2 on the LTSH surface is simi-
lar to that obtained from other high-level ab initio
calculations,10 the LTSH surface predicts a thicker barrier,
reducing the tunneling probability.10,11 It should be noted as
well that the LTSH surface was not optimized near the sta-
tionary points in the HOCO well and in fact had to be sig-
nificantly rescaled to obtain a realistic Franck-Condon
region.60,64 Zhang et al. also carried out Rice-Ramsperger-
Kassel-Marcus calculations on the branching ratios, yielding
a ratio of 1:1.2 for OH+CO:H+CO2. This is close to the
ratio of 1.1:1 we found in the present Eh�=3.21 eV DPD
experiments on HOCO−, but very different from the 2:1 ratio
obtained in CCF’s measurement using 4.80 eV photons.60

The discrepancy between the two measurements at different
photon energies is likely to be a result of the improved eKE
resolution using a lower photon energy and the reduction of
false oincidences by additional mass gating on the photofrag-
ment channels. It is clear that in spite of the impressive full-
dimensional calculations of Zhang et al., a complete under-
standing of the DPD dynamics observed in these
experiments will require more theoretical work. Accurate
simulation of a DPD experiment requires fully characterized
anion and neutral surfaces. In the case of the present experi-
ments, the potential existence of vibrationally excited anions
makes the characterization of the anion surface even more
important. A faithful representation of the present experi-
mental results, including vibrationally excited HOCO−,
would require a reliable anion PES for trans- and cis-
HOCO− in a range up to the OH−+CO dissociation limit.

The wave packet calculations of Zhang et al. also pre-
dicted energy distributions for the DPD of HOCO−. In their
results, the P�eKE� spectra for H+CO2+e− channel shift
�0.5 eV to higher eKE from the experimental data. This is
not surprising as vibrationally excited HOCO− anions were
not taken into account and negligible tunneling was found in
their work. Owing to the approach used by Zhang et al., no
prediction of the P�ET� for the H+CO2 product channel was
obtained. On the other hand, the theoretical P�ET� distribu-
tions for OH+CO products are consistent with the experi-
ment, implying that the DPD of the ground state and vibra-
tionally excited HOCO− produces nascent neutral HOCO
radicals with very similar dissociation dynamics, possibly a
result of significant vibrational adiabaticity on the neutral
dissociation surface. Due to the limited Franck-Condon re-
gion predicted by the LTSH PES for neutral HOCO and the
harmonic anion surface in the calculation of Zhang et al., the
DPD events they predicted mostly occur from the long tail
extending towards the high energy side of the spectral den-
sity �Fig. 3 in Ref. 64�. Therefore, a significant effect on the
two DPD channels is expected if a more realistic Franck-
Condon region, including vibrationally excited anions on an
anharmonic surface, becomes available.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Photoelectron-photofragment coincidence spectroscopy
was employed to study the DPD dynamics of HOCO− and

TABLE II. Branching ratios in DPD of HOCO−.

Stable HOCO H+CO2 OH+CO

258 nma 0.81 0.06 0.13
386 nmb 0.67 0.16 0.17
386 nm �DOCO−�b 0.70 0.09 0.21
Theory (trans)c 0.86 0.03 0.11
Theory (cis)c 0.89 0.02 0.09

aReference 60.
bThe uncertainties of branching ratio are estimated to be �10% of the listed
value for the H/D+CO2 and OH/OD+CO channels.
cSix-dimensional wave packet calculations, Ref. 64.
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DOCO− at Eh�=3.21 eV, providing a useful method to probe
the dynamics of the OH+CO→HOCO*→H+CO2 reaction
on the ground state potential energy surface. The dominant
neutral product formed by photodetachment was found to be
stable HOCO/DOCO free radicals trapped in a deep poten-
tial well, accompanied by two dissociation channels leading
to H/D+CO2 and OH/OD+CO products. It is suggested
that both OH+CO and OD+CO products are formed by the
DPD of vibrationally excited HOCO−/DOCO−. H+CO2

products are produced by either the tunneling mechanism at
total energies below the predicted dissociation barrier
c-HOCO TS2 or unimolecular dissociation of nascent
HOCO radicals above the c-HOCO TS2, formed by DPD of
vibrationally excited HOCO−. As a result, two resolved
structures are observed in the PPC spectrum for H+CO2

+e−. Tunneling is reduced significantly in the DOCO−+h�
→D+CO2+e− DPD process and the vibrationally excited
DOCO− anions become the major source of D+CO2 prod-
ucts. The results presented in this study provide evidence in
favor of the tunneling mechanism suggested by some of the
previous kinetics studies on the OH+CO→H+CO2 reaction
at low temperature.6,12,16,37 The proposed DPD mechanism is
also supported by the product branching ratios. The recent
quantum wave packet dynamics predictions of Zhang et al.
illustrate that full-dimensionality calculations on this four-
atom system are now possible and can capture essential ele-
ments of the experimental results. More extensive calcula-
tions, however, are necessary for a detailed evaluation of the
DPD mechanisms suggested by this study. In particular, ac-
curate ab initio calculations to construct a complete anhar-
monic potential energy surface of HOCO− up to the OH−

+CO dissociation limit, as well as the stationary points for
DOCO−, are needed. In addition, the LTSH surface used in
the simulations has known problems with the stationary
points at the bottom of the HOCO well, so an improved
neutral surface is also required. From an experimental per-
spective, a primary goal should be the elimination of any hot
band contributions in the parent anions. A temperature-
controlled ion trap for anion accumulation and cooling may
be the best approach to solving this problem, as illustrated in
a number of studies by Wang et al.79 Near-threshold photo-
detachment studies of HOCO− and DOCO− at a photon en-
ergy of 1.6 eV, characterizing the bottom of the HOCO well,
will also be reported in the near future.80
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